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In this full-color, easy-to-use book, award-winning designer and best-selling author Colin Smith teaches the fundamentals of Photoshop then covers the more advanced features the software has to offer. Learn to use traditional drawing and painting tools ranging from pencils to airbrushes, then discover how to add and manipulate text, retouch photos, create special effects, and more. The techniques professional artists apply to their work are revealed in a special "Behind the Scenes" section.    

Maximize all the features Photoshop has to offer with help from this full-color guide. Award-winning designer Colin Smith shows you how to create, edit, and enhance sophisticated images and feature-rich web pages using this powerful graphics tool. You’ll learn to use all of Photoshop’s painting and drawing tools, fix and retouch photos, add special effects, print high-quality images, and much more. A bonus “Behind the Scenes” gallery demonstrates the Photoshop techniques used by professional artists.

	Manage the interface, toolbar, palettes, options, and preferences    
	Import, place, organize, and size images and adjust resolution    
	Edit, repair, retouch, and organize digital photos     
	Draw and paint with the built-in tools     
	Create and manipulate text    
	Use and manage multiple layers    
	Create a variety of colors using channels    
	Automate tasks using tool presets, actions, droplets, and other methods    
	Create bevels, sheens, shadows, and other special effects    
	Use ImageReady to create Web graphics    
	Set up your Photoshop file for high quality printing     


About the author:     Colin Smith is an award-winning graphic designer and author or co-author of 11 graphic design books including Photoshop and Dreamweaver Integration. He is also founder and publisher of the #1 resource site for Photoshop users, photoshopcafe.com.

About the Author

Colin Smith is a best-selling author, trainer, and award-winning new-media designer who has caused a stir in the design community with his stunning photorealistic illustrations composed entirely in Photoshop. He is founder of the world’s most popular Photoshop resource site, PhotoshopCAFE.com, which boasts more than two million visitors.

With over ten years of experience in the design industry, Colin was formerly Senior Editor and Art Director for VOICE magazine. He is a regular columnist for Photoshop User magazine, PlanetPhotoshop.com, and the official site of the National Association for Photoshop Professionals. He also contributes to a number of other graphic art publications, such as Mac Design magazine, Web Designer magazine and Computer Arts magazine.

Colin’s graphic design work has been recognized with numerous awards, including the Guru awards at Photoshop World 2001 and 2002, for his work in both illustration and web design. He’s authored or co-authored more than ten books on Photoshop, including the best-selling How to Do Everything with Photoshop CS (McGraw-Hill/Osborne, 2003) and award-winning Photoshop Most Wanted: Effects and Design Tips (A Press/Friends of Ed, 2002). Colin is also creator of the Photoshop Secrets Video training series (PhotoshopCD.com). He is in high demand across the United States as a lecturer, presenting his Photoshop techniques to Web designers and other graphics professionals across the nation. 
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A Dictionary of Real NumbersSpringer, 1990
How do we recognize that the number .93371663... is actually 21og1 0(e + 7r)/2 ? Gauss observed that the number 1.85407467... is (essentially) a rational value of an elliptic integral—an observation that was critical in the development of nineteenth century analysis. How do we decide that such a number is actually a special value of a...
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Digital Communication over Fading Channels (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
As we continue to step forward into the new millennium with wireless technologies
leading the way in which we communicate, it becomes increasingly clear that the
dominant consideration in the design of systems employing such technologies will
be their ability to perform with adequate margin over a channel perturbed by a host
of...
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Basics Marketing 01: Consumer BehaviourFairchild Books, 2009

	
		An up-to-the-moment overview of consumer behavior, this first book in the Basics Marketing series examines the role of consumers as individuals and decision makers. Using real-world examples, it explores the relationships between consumers and culture and looks at the impact of current trends, such as digital media and globalization, on...
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Python Graphics: A Reference for Creating 2D and 3D ImagesApress, 2018

	Use Python's built-in features to create innovative graphics for data visualization and technical illustrations. This book goes beyond simple commands and libraries to explain how to not only display but also rotate, shade, and edit graphics for any purpose. 

	

	Starting with the essential Python functions to set up a...
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The Foreign Office Mind: The Making of British Foreign Policy, 1865-1914Cambridge University Press, 2011

	With this pioneering approach to the study of international history, T. G. Otte reconstructs the underlying principles, elite perceptions and 'unspoken assumptions' that shaped British foreign policy between the death of Palmerston and the outbreak of the First World War. Grounded in a wide range of public and private archival...
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Fundamentals of Cryptology: A Professional Reference and Interactive TutorialSpringer, 1999
The protection of sensitive information against unauthorized  access or fraudulent changes has been of prime concern throughout the  centuries. Modern communication techniques, using computers connected  through networks, make all data even more vulnerable to these threats.  In addition, new issues have surfaced that did not exist previously,  e.g....
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